
 

HD Online Player (Need For Speed Movie Dual Audio 720p)

WELCOME TO THE NEED FOR SPEED TV EDITION. FOR THE
BEST INTERNET CONNECTION, A TV and STB with a minimum
15Mbps Download Speed or Cable with a 15Mbps Download

Speed Internet Connection is required. HEVC (H.265) or
H.264 (MPEG-4 AVC) encoded videos require H.264/MPEG-4

AVC decoder which is supported by the latest generation UHD
Blu-ray players. Once you have connected the Samsung TV to
your home network, you gain access to Samsung's TV Apps.
Samsung's TV Apps let you download online applications and

services to the Samsung Serif TV. Samsung TV Apps has a
growing collection of online applications that connect you to
some of your favorite online content. You can enjoy a variety

of content from various downloaded applications - such as
movies, TV shows, music, news, sports, and games

(subscriptions and purchase fees will apply). Samsung Smart
TV Apps: Once you have connected the Samsung TV to your

home network, you gain access to Samsung's TV Apps.
Samsung's TV Apps let you download online applications and

services to the Samsung Serif TV. Samsung TV Apps has a
growing collection of online applications that connect you to
some of your favorite online content. You can enjoy a variety

of content from various downloaded applications - such as
movies, TV shows, music, news, sports, and games

(subscriptions and purchase fees will apply). WELCOME TO
THE NEED FOR SPEED TV EDITION. FOR THE BEST INTERNET

CONNECTION, A TV and STB with a minimum 15Mbps
Download Speed or Cable with a 15Mbps Download Speed

Internet Connection is required. 1080p is the widest
widescreen video standard, this captures more detail and is
often used for Blu-ray and DVD players. This set is originally
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equipped with 1080p playback but it has also been upgraded
to 4K UHD.

HD Online Player (Need For Speed Movie Dual
Audio 720p)

HD-PVR 60 Gaming Edition is the world's first web based H.264 PC camera
designed to stream online gameplay, record at 1080p HD and at 60

frames per second (FPS) with lag-free pass-through. It's software based,
so it will work with any PC. The H.264 encoder is built into the player and
the software does not require any separate encoder. Record game play
using the integrated microphone, stream gameplay using the built-in

5-port Ethernet switch, use Twitch or YouTube live streaming and upload
game videos to YouTube with the included HTML5 app. Live streaming to

YouTube and to Twitch is also available using the Broadcaster feature.
The H.264 encoding allows HD playback in Blu-ray players and home

theater systems. Stream gameplay to YouTube, Twitch, and Facebook, all
with a web connection. If you want to try out this awesome H.264 online

live streaming and recording system, here is a free 60 day trial CD for you
to download and use. Here's a console that's changing the way we

perceived virtual gaming. Xbox 360 Kinect gives you what defines a great
gaming experience-realism. And that it does that with its unique Full Body
Gaming and Voice Control technologies-which means that a controller is

the last thing you need for this game. It comes with an impressive 250 GB
of storage space and a whole range of specialized features.So you can
race cars, fight monsters and shoot the bad guys-all with a swipe of the

hand and a few air-kicks! With Xbox Live's advanced entertainment
technology that responds to the sound of your voice, you can control HD

movies and play, pause and rewind your favourite television shows.
What's more, you can even play your favourite Kinect and controller
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games with online friends. Choose from an exciting range of games like
Transformers-Fall of Cybertron, Rock band Blitz and Sleeping Dogs, and

Kinect games including Star Wars, Dance Central 3 and Serious
Games.Where: Games The Shop, No. S-312, 3rd floor, Express Avenue

Mall, No.49.50L, Whites Road, Royapettah.Cost: Rs 34,990.Tel: 28464080.
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